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TimeControl  and HD PCM. . .  
Collecting timesheets from the staff is challenging enough when you’re all sitting at your desks in 
the office, but when labor, and other costs have to be collected for the project out in the field that 
challenge is multiplied.  HMS Software’s TimeControl Industrial is a field data collection system 
which allows you to collect labor, equipment and material costs and even production values at 
the project site and immediately make that data available to the corporate systems that need 
them.  
 
Now Hard Dollar, the world-renowned publishers of estimating and project cost controls systems 
and HMS have teamed together to integrate the TimeControl Industrial and HD PCM systems 
into one powerful project control environment.  Bringing the power of these two systems together 
allows clients to get the best of both worlds.  Hard Dollar’s cost control solution delivers 
extensive functionality for estimating, modeling, analyzing and controlling project costs.  
TimeControl provides functionality to track crew timesheets, material consumption, equipment 
usage and production accomplished.  TimeControl’s links to HD PCM, project management tools 
like Oracle-Primavera’s P6 and Microsoft Project as well as HR, Payroll, Invoicing modules and 
other Finance and ERP systems make it a cornerstone of the project tracking system. 

www.timecontrol.com  



. . .Project  Cost  Control  meets  
Fie ld  Data  Col lect ion  

Support Back office and Field Data collection 
TimeControl Industrial includes support both for back-office staff to do their timesheets and for 
field data collection at the same time in the same centralized database. 
Crew Timesheets  
Aside from the weekly timesheet that is designed for back office workers, TimeControl 
Industrial’s Crew Entry interface allows crews to be defined  and then their time entered for the 
entire crew at once.  Blank timesheets can be carried by the foreman or supervisor and the 
timesheet for the entire crew is entered at one time.  The Crew Entry timesheet can be done 
each day, each shift or for a whole week at a time.   
Track Material consumption, Equipment usage and Production Accomplished  
TimeControl Industrial includes a  Material / Equipment / Production entry module.  When 
working in an industrial situation there is more than just labor data to collect.  This module 
allows entries of resources such as materials, equipment, rentals, costs or production values to 
be entered and tracked.  TimeControl Industrial includes specific rates for non-labor entries and 
a non-labor resource type to track any type of resource, not just hours.   
Bi-Directional Link to Hard Dollar’s HD PCM 
TimeControl Industrial includes a link to Hard Dollar’s HD PCM.  HD PCM Jobs are translated 
into TimeControl Projects.  HD PCM Cost Items are translated into TimeControl Charges.  HD 
PCM Resources become TimeControl Resources.  When crew timesheets are filled out and 
approved, the resulting hours and optionally the cost are returned to HD PCM as Job Tracking 

Details.  Material 
and Equipment 
costs also become 
Job Tracking 
Details within the 
Cost Item.   
Production values 
from TimeControl 
become Quantity 
Completed in the 
HD PCM item. 
And, the auditable, 
approved data is 
maintained in 
TimeControl so you 
can validate 
invoices, payroll 
and job costing at 
any time.   
TimeControl can 
even link the same 
data back to 
Primavera’s P6 or 
Microsoft Project 
simultaneously. 
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Purchase or Subscribe 
TimeControl is available for purchase for an on-
premises installation or as an online hosted 
subscription in the Cloud. 

Business Validation Rules 
Check automatically with our business rules validation 
system if a crew or individual timesheet meets the 
organization’s criteria. Administrators can configure as 
many rules and warnings as they wish. 

Extensive Rate management 
TimeControl’s extensive rates make an unlimited 
number of rate codes available per employee and 
multiple values per code.   

Manage Vacation, Sick Leave, Personal time 
TimeControl allows time to be managed banks of  
Vacation, Sick Leave, Personal time and any other 
definition of non-project time.  You can even use TimeControl’s TimeRequest™ module to request 
vacation or time-off approval. 

The Matrix Approval Process for Labor Actuals™  
HMS Software’s unique Matrix Approval Process for Labor Actuals™ allows both the organizational and 
project aspects of the organization to approve timesheet data. 

Integration with external systems 
Along with Hard Dollar’s HD, TimeControl includes links 
with Primavera, Microsoft Project, Project Server and 
Deltek’ Open Plan and can link to virtually any HR, 
Payroll, Finance and ERP system 

TimeControlMobile™ included 
Enter your back-office timesheet or do individual 
timesheet approvals with TimeControlMobile.  It’s 
included with TimeControl! 

Email notification 
TimeControl includes an ability to automatically 
schedule email notifications for missing timesheets. 

Manage Start/Stop per day or per item 
TimeControl supports tracking of multiple Start/Stop times per day.   

Government Compliance 
TimeControl is designed to conform with numerous government directives such as the  DCAA, ARRA 
Reporting, Sarbanes-Oxley, R&D Tax credits, FMLA and the European Time Directives. 

TimeControl is a powerful, flexible,  timesheet 
system designed to integrate with both 

Project Management  and Finance systems 

TimeControl  basic  funct ional i ty  


